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01:22:12- 01:24:14 - For the extended week end? 
- Yeah

01:24:20- 01:28:01 Why aren’t you thinking of a 
better place in Malaysia?

01:30:03- 01:31:07 You just want to chill?

01:32:08- 01:33:06 We can totally go to Batam.

01:33:17- 01:36:11 Or even Cameron Highlands?

02:58:17- 03:00:05 - I don't know if you can go up 
there. 

- Why

01:40:01- 01:42:19 - Not all the buses are coming 
back right? 
- Yes, that's a problem.

01:43:04– 01:44:23 - Everything is all booked now. 
- It's all full.

01:45:09- 01:46:11 We kinda need to go  
where people won't go.

01:54:08- 01:58:14 - It can be really bad. 
- Why?

02:00:12- 02:02:13 Cambodia, it's visa on arrival.

02:03:02- 02:05:17 Indonesia, I think again,  
visa on arrival.

02:06:02 – 02:09:03 - What about Hong Kong? 
- Visa on arrival.

02:10:13- 02:13:16 - Do you need one for Hong 
Kong? 
- No, no.

02:14:09- 02:17:06 I guess I'm granted, 
'cause we used to be there.

02:18:03- 02:20:15 - You guys (British) were 
everywhere. 
- Yeah. We were..

02:21:15- 02:25:17 I was with a taxi driver, 
Saturday night, 
for Pamela's birthday.



02:26:09- 02:29:06 So bad! 
We got into the taxi.

02:29:23- 02:30:17 I don't remember.

02:31:01- 02:34:23 And then he was like, "Where 
are you from?" 
And I said "England."

02:35:07- 02:37:17 He was like, 
"Oh I thought we got rid of 
them fifty years ago."

02:43:04-02:45:00 If you looked at the house 
when you came up..

02:45:01- 02:47:13 ..you saw nothing except 
this one window.

02:47:14-02:50:14 So this gives you a secret 
preview.

02:51:17- 02:52:20 of what you are in for.

02:53:01- 02:55:04 Look at something like this.

02:55:10- 02:58:10 Look at how her face is 
completely different from..

02:58:21- 03:01:01 ..from a normal doll.

03:01:24- 03:05:12 I love the skin color, 
I love the kind of clothes that 
she can pull off.
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03:06:05- 03:10:00 If there's a blonde doll 
and an African-American doll..

03:10:07- 03:12:19 ..the African-American doll's 
value is lower.

03:13:01 – 03:16:09 It's very interesting, because 
we have the neutral stand.

03:06:12- 03:18:02 We are the only one to have a 
neutral stand.



03:18:04- 03:22:11 Because they will always make 
a Caucasian 
and they always make an 
African-American.

03:22:12- 03:26:24 The Asians almost never 
feature  
in the Barbie conversation.

03:43:20- 03:46:24 What happens is that  
there is a beauty mode where 
you are..

03:47:10-03:51:07 ..like you are coming out..  
It smoothens your skin and 
wrinkles.

03:51:17- 03:53:04 So this is the lowest level.

03:53:14- 03:57:07 This is the second level. 
You can see the lady's eyes, the 
difference.

03:57:23- 03:59:00 This is the third level.

04:00:01-04:03:03 So I've become more 
like an alien.

04:04:00- 04:05:12 But what is happening?

04:06:01- 04:08:01 Like beautify. 
Just beautify?

04:08:07- 04:11:22 Yeah. So this is not an app. 
It's the camera movie cell.

04:12:23- 04:14:23 So you can just take a picture 
like right now.

04:15:04- 04:16:19 And then it will become..

04:17:08- 04:18:21 Can you do it? 
Yeah, sure.

04:23:22- 04:26:13 This is the beauty mode.

04:26:24- 04:28:21 This is the normal mode.

04:31:18- 04:32:19 So aliens!

04:33:01- 04:35:17 You know how the Asian girls 
want big eyes.



04:36:02- 04:39:12 I don't even need to put.. 
Ahh, this is like the, the 
animation character.

04:39:20- 04:42:02 

04:42:07- 04:4:03 

04:44:21- 04:46:09

Ok, this is good  if you don't 
have to take.. 

..plastic surgery. 

You don't even have to go 
through 
any surgery.

04:46:22- 04:48:14 You just look like that.

04:51:13- 04:54:23 This is the anime kind of look 
that Asian girls like.

04:58:04- 04:59:23 You should try it yourself.

05:07:07- 05:09:15 And then he said something 
about Indians.

05:09:19- 05:13:13 He said, "There's too many 
Indians and Chinese in 
Singapore."

05:14:04- 05:18:04 So I responded by going, 
"There are  
so many Singaporeans 
everywhere else."

05:18:21- 05:22:14 And he was wearing a cowboy 
hat, he was Indian himself.

05:23:06- 05:24:17 So I found out, I googled him.

05:24:19- 05:28:11 - He was actually in someone's 
blog, where somebody 
mentions him. 

-  She actually googled him!

05:28:16- 05:32:23 - He had a taxi driver 
confederate flag. - Oh did he? 

05:33:12- 05:38:00 And he described him,  he was 
wearing a cowboy hat, and 
curly hair..

05:38:03- 05:41:06 He was wearing a cowboy hat 
while driving the taxi?



05:41:09- 05:43:12 Yeah, and he had the 
confederate flag.

05:44:03- 05:45:09 There.

05:45:17- 05:47:09 - Are you serious? - Yeah.

05:47:10- 05:48:12 It was awful.

05:48:13- 05:49:13 He was so mean.

05:49:14- 05:53:01 And then he was like, "Are 
there any animals sitting at the 
back?"

05:53:17- 05:56:02 He was looking through the 
rear view mirror.

05:56:16- 05:59:17 And started saying stuff about 
Indians, cause Jaime was there.

05:59:19- 06:00:22 Ohh..

06:04:11- 06:07:06 We were like, "We are going to 
teach you some social skills."

06:08:13- 06:10:18 I was like, "Have you been 
punched in the face before?"

06:10:24- 06:13:13 He said, "No, no never.” I was 
like, "What the fuck."

06:15:03- 06:16:14 It was horrible.

06:19:24- 06:21:05 I was quite shocked.

06:21:09- 06:25:11 And then I told Mark about it, 
this guy that I'm working with 
at UBS.

06:25:16- 06:28:13 And he was like, "Oh my God, 
I'm going to write in a 
complaint."

06:29:06- 06:31:12 And I was like, "What you 
gonna say?"

06:32:08- 06:34:23 But someone blogged about 
him.

06:35:18- 06:38:04 Somebody. There was this guy 
who has travelled all over Asia.



06:38:13- 06:42:01 And he said, "Oh it's really 
funny that I met this taxi 
driver."

06:42:05- 06:45:04 "He's actually a mathematician, 
he's married to a Chinese lady."

06:47:07- 06:49:01 "And his name is Tony."

06:49:05- 06:50:07 Really?

06:50:14- 06:51:22 - Tony. - Tony.

06:52:00- 06:54:09 - That's a classic English name. 
- Yeah. Tony.

06:55:10- 06:57:05 I don't get what he would be 
happy with.

06:57:08- 06:59:12 He doesn't like you, he doesn't 
like Indians.

06:59:17- 07:01:22 - He doesn't like the Chinese. - 
But he's married to a Chinese!

07:02:06- 07:03:22 And he's Indian himself.

07:05:09- 07:08:10 So when are you going to start 
interviewing more people?

07:10:06- 07:12:11 That's the thing I don't know. 
Maybe..

07:15:09- 07:17:05 August? Beginning of August?

07:56:14- 07:59:04 They're waiting for an agent to 
bring them here.

08:04:02- 08:05:10 What is this?

08:06:07- 08:06:21 This.

08:07:07- 08:08:08 What is..? 
This M1.

08:09:02- 08:10:05 These are M1.

08:11:06- 08:17:06 We are selling the phone from 
M1 directly. We are the agents. 

08:17:16- 08:20:13 So if somebody like you want 
to take the M1 card..

08:20:23- 08:23:24 ..for overseas calls. We can do 
it for you.



08:25:10- 08:26:14 You're from Singapore?

08:26:20- 08:27:21 I Singapore.

08:28:20- 08:32:18 If you're doing this business, 
all must be Singaporean.

08:32:33- 08:34:19 Not overseas people.

08:36:11- 08:38:13 Because this is government 
policy.

08:38:18- 08:42:22 That they don't allow 
foreigners, 
to do these things illegally.

08:43:04- 08:43:24 Illegally?

08:44:04- 08:45:04 Yes.

08:45:10- 08:47:18 Because in Singapore we are 
very strict.

08:48:04- 08:50:06 Singapore is not like Malaysia.

08:50:22- 08:53:02 You go to Malaysia and buy 
this card. How many do you 
want?

08:53:11- 08:54:15 They'll just forget about you.

08:54:21- 08:56:18 You give them, they'll just sell 
it to you.

08:59:08- 09:01:06 You can do what they do with 
the sim card.

09:01:09- 09:03:11 You can do a lot of things 
illegally. 

09:04:23- 09:05:09 Correct?

09:05:20- 09:07:08 You can create a bomb.

09:07:13- 09:09:09 You can create nonsense.

09:09:16- 09:14:11 You can create all the illegal 
things you want.

09:16:15- 09:19:24 That is why Singapore is very 
strict because of this.

09:22:09- 09:27:12 Has anybody ever asked you to 
do something illegal?



09:27:15- 09:32:18 That is why I already told you I 
don't do this.

09:32:19- 09:35:07 Because we are direct from 
M1.

09:36:17- 09:38:23 But that happens? You mean, 
people do things illegally here?

09:39:05- 09:40:15 Yes. Oh yes?

09:41:00- 09:43:06 And they go to jail.

09:43:17- 09:47:19 You know I was watching on 
Facebook about the foreigners.

09:47:24- 09:50:13 They kill all the foreigners.

09:51:01- 09:51:24 Where?

09:54:01- 09:55:20 Let me get this.

10:02:13- 10:05:07 Where is this? Iran.

10:12:21- 10:15:12 They kill them. Why?

10:15:17- 10:18:10 You ask them. I don't 
understand their language.

10:18:24- 10:21:17 Later you can see they shoot 
them many times.

10:23:11- 10:26:16 But this is all their own people.

10:31:23- 10:33:06 Oh my God!

10:34:18- 10:37:07 And you want to see worse 
than this?

10:37:14- 10:41:03 I just got it sent on Facebook 
from some people.

10:42:02- 10:45:13 This is not where they kill the 
people. Wait.

11:14:19- 11:18:09 Where are you from? I'm from 
India.

11:19:15- 11:21:03 Italy.

11:21:04- 11:24:19 You'd better watch this. Before 
you go there.

11:26:11- 11:29:07 You see that?

11:32:02- 11:33:23 You mean to say they are 
killing their own people?



11:34:05- 11:36:19 You see. I don't like to say. You 
see.

11:54:10- 11:57:02 Why do you think Singapore is 
so safe?

11:57:22- 12:01:19 Because you can't do anything. 
You have a gun?

12:01:24- 12:04:13 You have a knife? See?

12:17:00- 12:19:03 This is how they hang their 
head.

12:23:14- 12:25:09 Why do you see all this?

12:25:18- 12:27:13 My friends sent it to me.

12:29:17- 12:34:19 We cannot see. I don't like this 
thing. I won't sleep at night. 

12:34:22- 12:36:18 We just talk about a safe place 
and you watch this stuff.

12:37:00- 12:39:22 That is why I told you that you 
are lucky that you came here.

12:40:06- 12:42:18 This is how they kill all the 
people.

12:51:24- 12:54:18 That is why I tell you, no 
matter how many thousand 
dollars you give me.

12:55:01- 12:57:03 I won't go to these countries.

12:57:09- 13:00:20 You want to go? You are from 
India. You can go.

13:36:13- 13:42:01 If you have a look at the 
newspaper we get. 
The Today in the mornings. 

13:43:13- 13:47:24 Have a look at it. What does it 
say? I mean what does it really 
say?

13:48:11- 13:53:12 Yes they have become very 
sensitive about Malaysian 
people.

13:54:24- 13:59:09 If they are enrolling in 
organizations such as IES (Int. 
Education Studies) through 
them.



14:00:03- 14:03:22 - They have become very 
sensitive about this. 

- You mean they shouldn't go?

14:04:03- 14:05:06 Yes.

14:05:21- 14:13:22 Now look at this. A column, 
'For Singaporeans’. 
Now such a small country, why 
should they worry about this?

14:14:03- 14:19:07 It will always remain 
Singapore. After 5 years, 
everybody wants to run away 
from here. 

14:19:19- 14:22:09 Such a pressure cooker 
atmosphere.

14:23:01- 14:26:02 The people in my company 
say..

14:27:01- 14:31:17 .. you come to work. You work 
here, you go at home.

14:31:24- 14:34:18 Sleep and again you come to 
work.

14:35:02- 14:39:13 Don't we see this? When you 
go to the tiny hawker centres? 

14:40:07- 14:43:23 Or the food halls outside the 
metros?

14:44:06- 14:49:15 -We see so many old people 
picking up plates. 
-Yes I feel really bad about 
that.

14:50:03- 14:54:09 So they say that till you die 
you have to work.

14:54:19- 14:57:09 Nobody will take care of you 
after..

14:57:12- 15:04:24 In that sense, if you talk about 
India or Pakistan or Sri Lanka 
at least we have some right.

15:06:07- 15:11:02 That a man will retire and 
spend time with his children.



15:12:04- 15:18:19 Thankfully certain values 
remain in India. We take care 
of our parents.

15:40:01- 15:42:12 You are good on camera.

15:43:03- 15:46:08 Don't I look good off camera?

15:47:07- 15:52:19 Many people love reading 
stories especially foreigners.

15:53:04- 15:56:08 Buying a book and then 
reading it..

15:56:15- 15:59:20 Like you read.

15:59:21- 16:02:23 A lot of people simply enjoy it.

16:03:13- 16:05:05 Do you like reading?

16:05:06- 16:08:19 I don't have time to read.

16:10:07- 16:14:05 I am doing a job that makes my 
eyes burn.

16:15:08-16:17:03 My eyes get very hot.

16:17:20- 16:21:08 Reading a book is okay for 
office going people.

16:22:00- 16:25:13 The moment we open a book, 
we fall off to sleep.

16:27:13- 16:31:11 They fool you. The cooking 
shows are all the same.

16:31:12- 16:35:14 The only difference is that they 
are educated. They use 
expensive sauces to prepare 
food.

16:35:15- 16:39:19 They are cultured. They know 
how to talk. They are precise 
about the measurements.

16:39:20- 16:42:10 Like one spoon of this and half 
a spoon of that.

16:42:13- 16:46:12 We don't keep track of spoons. 
We just know.

16:47:02- 16:53:06 Those guys can cook a few 
dishes for a  limited amount of 
people. I can cook for a 
thousand people at a go.



16:55:02- 17:01:13 If you give them such a task, 
they will take ages to evaluate 
their measurements and decide 
the portion.

17:01:14- 17:09:01 In that same amount of time, 
God alone knows what all I 
can accomplish!

17:18:24- 17:19:16 Misa!

17:19:23- 17:20:15 Misa!

17:20:18- 17:22:01 Bring! Bring!

17:27:01- 17:28:19 My parents were divorced..

17:29:08- 17:30:15 ..when I was really young.

17:30:18- 17:33:04 So I was with my mom..

17:33:15- 17:37:04 ..and she single-handedly 
brought the three of us up.

17:37:18- 17:40:20 I think growing up with a 
single parent..

17:42:20- 17:45:17 ..makes me more independent, 
because I'm the eldest 
daughter.

17:45:21- 17:48:22 So I learnt to take care of my 
siblings from a young age.

17:49:03- 17:51:14 And I started working really 
young, at fourteen.

17:52:00- 17:54:09 In your blog I had seen your 
photographs before

17:54:24- 17:56:13 Also pretty!

17:57:07- 17:58:11 So, I mean..

17:58:23- 18:02:17 It's like a lot of people are 
definitely not visually 
appealing.

18:02:20- 18:06:12 They have a very very ugly 
particular feature and then they 
decide to change it.

18:06:16- 18:10:06 But there was nothing about 
you which was very very bad 
or..



18:11:04- 18:15:10 Infact you were pretty even 
then, as far as what I saw.

18:15:23- 18:18:24 So why then did you feel?

18:19:00- 18:21:01 That I needed plastic surgery?

18:23:02- 18:25:18 It actually started because I had 
lumps in my breast.

18:26:04- 18:28:13 After removing them, my 
breasts were uneven.

18:28:23- 18:30:13 It was like one big and one 
small.

18:30:18. 18:33:10 And so the doctor said that we 
could do implants for me.

18:33:16- 18:36:19 And since we are going for 
implants I told the doctor,

18:36:23- 18:38:06 "Let's go for the biggest ones."

18:38:09- 18:39:16 So he said, "Okay."

18:39:19- 18:42:05 And we just went for breast 
implants.

18:42:15- 18:44:07 After the breast augmentation I 
was thinking..

18:44:11- 18:45:23 ..this is pretty easy, eh?

18:47:05- 18:51:23 And so I told them, okay, 
maybe we could consider other 
parts of the body.

18:52:22- 18:54:23 So I went to research about 
Korea.

18:55:04- 18:57:14 Because Korea has the most..

18:57:20- 19:00:14 ..Asians that are doing plastic 
surgery.

19:01:15- 19:02:15 And I think..

19:03:01- 19:05:23 ..plastic surgeons there are 
really artists, truly artists.

19:06:00- 19:09:05 Because you can show them 
your actual face your original 
face..

19:09:12- 19:11:01 ..and they can tell you..



19:11:07- 19:15:00 ..how to change to a totally 
different person.

19:15:05- 19:17:02 Just through some cuts..

19:17:06- 19:19:18 ..and some tucks and nips.

19:20:08-19:22:00 And you can be..

19:22:10-19:24:09 ..be a totally different person,

in six months.

19:34:22-19:37:13 He (brother) is in the 
washroom.

19:41:02-19:45:17 So you can see that in 
Singapore everything is very 
near each other.

19:46:05-19:48:17 Whatever someone next door 
is doing, we can hear.

19:49:13- 19:52:08 Or even from upstairs.

19:53:06- 19:55:10 If they ever quarrel..

19:55:19-20:00:07 ..we can also hear very clearly, 
because the windows are just 
next to each other and the 
kitchen.

20:01:19- 20:04:07 It's cosy in that sense.

20:04:21- 20:09:03 You get to hear the latest 
gossips.

20:10:09-20:13:21 That was my first and only 
relationship then.

20:14:07-20:16:24 And then the guy..

20:19:01-20:20:09 ..two-timed.

20:20:23-20:26:06 And then within 4 months he 
got married.

20:27:21-20:31:18 So it just happened that.. You 
know, I'm not the type that..

20:31:19-20:34:20 Of course I would cry, of 
course I would be sad.

20:34:21-20:37:17 But then, I think there's a 
survivor in me.



20:38:04-20:41:00 Then when I finally realised 
that I kind of got over it..

20:41:06-20:46:03 ..I wrote about my own 
relationship experience.

20:46:13- 20:48:22 And I was surprised that it 
was..

..it was well received.

20:51:23- 20:56:08 There were many people who 
came to talk to me and 
messaged me.

20:58:02- 21:05:05 A lot of them were telling me 
their own experience about 
how they had even longer 
relationships.

21:05:06- 21:07:06 Mine was like four and half 
years.

21:07:12- 21:10:06 They had seven years.

21:09:15- 21:15:13 There were guys, there were 
girls who were dumped in the 
relationship.

21:15:14- 21:17:04 Some were even married.

21:17:11- 21:20:15 Some were even in an abusive 
relationship.

21:21:01- 21:24:23 That was when I realised that, 
you know, after all I think my 
relationship wasn't that bad.

21:25:05- 21:26:20 At least I was not abused.

21:47:15- 21:49:06 How many dolls do you think 
you have?

21:49:08- 21:51:21 I think I should have about 
nine thousand.

21:52:00- 21:54:03 Maybe ten. I don't know.

21:55:06- 21:58:13 What is the story of this man 
holding a Barbie?

21:58:19- 22:01:13 What do you mean this man? 
This man is me!

22:01:11- 22:02:24 The stupid glasses, of course.



22:03:02- 22:04:12 Tiny eyes.

22:05:04- 22:06:18 I painted the perfect look.

22:07:00- 22:08:07 Wow! 
Yes!

22:08:16- 22:09:09 So..

22:09:18- 22:14:10 I paint a new doll of myself 
every year but in 2012 I 
stopped.

22:15:00- 22:15:16 Why?

22:15:17- 22:16:13 Then I got fat!

22:17:10- 22:19:14 2011 is actually here.

22:21:11- 22:22:12 Where is he?

22:24:21- 22:28:03 That was the year of the goatee 
and the spiky hair.

22:28:13- 22:30:22 But he's still wearing the same 
Raymond Weil.

22:30:24- 22:33:19 This is when the Burberry 
bracelet happened.

22:33:22- 22:35:07 And the Bulgari ring.

22:36:01- 22:38:24 It's also when I got my Darth 
Vader light sabre.

22:42:22- 22:46:12 Actually the story started quite 
a while back.

22:46:15- 22:48:06 I think almost ten years ago.

22:48:10- 22:51:03 I was in the university and..

22:51:09- 22:52:19 ..I was enjoying life because..

22:53:02- 22:55:09 ..it was the first year and..

22:57:01- 22:58:13 ..I was studying very hard.

22:58:17- 23:00:18 And..

23:01:17- 23:02:16 ..suddenly..

23:02:20- 23:04:16 ..I had a bad back ache.

23:05:09- 23:05:24 So..

23:06.08- 23:08:15 ..the pain got really bad.



23:08:20- 23:12:13 And I went to see the doctor, I 
went to the hospital a couple of 
times.

23:13:20- 23:14:15 You know..

23:14:20- 23:17:11 The first two times the doctors 
didn't know what happened.

23:17:20- 23:21:02 The third time they realised 
that..

23:21:09- 23:22:03 ..there's something wrong.

23:22:08- 23:23:23 Because the feeling in my 
legs..

23:24:06- 23:25:10 ..it was not there.

23:26:09- 23:28:08 I couldn't feel my legs and I 
couldn't stand.

23:28:12- 23:29:09 So they did a scan.. 

23:29:13- 23:32:14 ..and then they found out that 
I had a tumor in my spinal 
chord.

23:32:18- 23:33:24 He was in a lot of pain.

23:34:07- 23:36:01 He did the chemotherapy , he 
did radiotherapy.

23:36:04- 23:38:03 The radiotherapy was really 
quite bad.

23:38:12- 23:40:08 And then he really suffered.

23:40:16- 23:42:22 But to take..

23:43:22- 23:46:13 ..our minds off it, we wanted to 
something together.

23:46:19- 23:47:24 It's like..

23:48:21- 23:51:00  He's in this phase, where..

23:51:01- 23:52:12 ..everything is gloomy.

23:52:19- 23:54:05 Yeah, everything is gloomy, 
and it's like..

23:54:16- 23:57:07 ..do now or nothing kind of 
mood.



24:00:21- 24:04:10 We started our first  so called 
business together.

24:04:14- 24:07:09 We started the tuition agency 
there on the bed.

24:07:23- 24:10:18 While he was doing the 
chemotherapy.

24:10:23- 24:13:17 Actually the story is this 
because..

24:13:22- 24:18:19 ..when the tumor was pressing 
on the nervous, on the spinal 
chord..

24:18:24- 24:20:15 ..it was very painful.

24:21:09- 24:25:02 I couldn't sleep for two weeks.

24:25:08- 24:26:06 Two whole weeks.

24:26:09- 24:29:19 So can you imagine not being 
able sleep for two whole 
weeks?

24:29:23- 24:31:03 But it happened.

24:31:08- 24:32:21 I didn't sleep a wink.

24:33:08- 24:34:19 So I was lying on the bed..

24:34:24- 24:36:08 ..and I couldn't feel my legs.

24:36:15- 24:38:13 So I was looking at the ceiling 
and I thought..

24:40:00- 24:42:16 "What would I do if I had a 
second chance?"

24:43:10- 24:46:02 So after, during the recovery 
process..

24:46:12- 24:47:07 ..I was very excited.

24:47:19- 24:50:10 I could walk out again, we 
wanted to try anything, 
everything.

24:52:03- 24:53:24 We started to do stuff.

24:54:02- 24:55:04 And then it never stopped.

25:03-23- 25:05:15  Your wife lives in Vietnam?



25:06:16- 25:10:02 Because my elder wife doesn't 
want me. I have a second wife.

25:12:12- 25:15:23 But she is from Vietnam or 
Singapore?

25:16:02- 25:19:07 Vietnam.

25:19:08- 25:22:13 And your other wife is in 
Singapore?

25:29:19- 25:34:14 This is your older.. I mean first 
wife?  
Second wife.

25:40:15- 25:41:07 Hi!

25:41:24- 25:42:14 Hi!

25:43:05- 25:45:18 How come? Other people say. 
This is what I can tell you.

25:45:21- 25:48:02 In the world there are good 
people and bad people.

25:48:10- 25:52:20 She is a Vietnam girl. And she 
is a good Vietnam girl. And she 
is a good housewife. 

25:53:04- 25:57:14 She takes care of everything in 
the house.That is why I love 
her.

25:57:21- 26:02:06 She is not like other people. 
How some women are not 
good

26:02:13- 26:05:00 Because they are not always 
home.

26:05:02- 26:09:12 At night, some of them go to 
the pub, drink and enjoy 
themselves.

26:09:16- 26:13:00 And they leave their kids 
behind. And they meet with 
some other guys.

26:13:11- 26:15:14 But this one no. 
So you are a lucky man?

26:15:24- 26:20:02 No I am not a lucky man. I am 
the same as you. I enjoy 
myself.



26:53:13- 26:59:24 He will fix this light board 
soon. Our boss takes time to 
repair things. He is slow.

27:00:00- 27:04:13 Why don't you guys accept my 
Debit card?

27:04:17- 27:11:24 The machine? Ah! It is not 
convenient for our boss.

He likes to have money in his 
hand at a go.

27:14:13- 27:21:19 Of course it is easier for the 
customers. You guys don't 
carry as much cash now-a-
days.

27:23:08- 27:26:23 You need to withdraw cash just 
for a meal here. It is not easy 
for the customers.

27:28:10- 27:34:09 But for our boss too it is hard. 
He doesn't like to keep track of 
bills, receipts etc.

27:36:07- 27:44:14 Our boss likes to take the 
money and put it in his pocket 
directly. So there is nothing to 
keep track of. No bank to go 
to.

27:58:22- 28:07:04 Earlier I was into bracelets and 
belts.  If I show you my photo 
you'd be shocked.

28:10:00- 28:19:12 In 1968, any one who would 
see me would think I was 
filmstar.

28:20:05- 28:27:10 I'd wear so many chains and 
bracelets.

28:27:11- 28:36:23 My old clothes in Burma 
resembled a filmstar's clothes. I 
was very fashionable. 

28:36:24- 28:43:18 Once I'd wear certain clothes, I 
would not repeat it.

28:43:24- 28:47:23 These faded jeans and 
colourful shirts are not a new 
trend.



28:47:24- 28:53:18 As early as 60's, 70's, I would 
fade my clothes by rubbing a 
brick all over them.

28:53:19- 28:58:20 At that time I was in Burma.

29:03:06- 29:07:12 After that I lived in Hong 
Kong.

I didn't know that!

29:07:13- 29:12:24 Hong Kong was my 
bellbottoms phase. 
I enjoyed it.

29:14:00- 29:16:22 Then I moved to Singapore. 
There were barely any 
buildings then.

29:16:23- 29:23:15 There were three buildings 
actually. Tata Bank, UB Bank 
and umm..it was just empty.

29:23:16- 29:28:01 Which Singapore do you like 
more?

29:28:21- 29:31:23 The old Singapore.

30:20:06- 30:22:23 I was seeing the Singaporean 
stuff about history.

30:23:08- 30:25:13 It somehow only goes back to 
the fucking 60's.

30:26:00- 30:27:03 And that's all.

30:27:14- 30:30:24 And then I realised that 
Singapore has only until the 
60's.

30:31:10- 30:33:05 There was nothing before this.

30:33:10- 30:35:10 So this used to upset me a lot. 

30:35:14- 30:37:23 That retro for us was 60's.

30:38:06- 30:39:16 But now i Know why..

32:16:20- 32:22:05 Never existed. 
Even Boat Quay never existed, 
as such.

32:23:20- 32:27:18 You couldn't even find a pub to 
go and watch football.



32:28:01- 32:33:17 Is it that you like it more now? 
No I liked it more then.

32:33:18- 32:38:08 It was cheaper and it was a lot 
better.

32:38:15- 32:43:24 Till 1990 it was more laid-
back, more easy. No one cared 
so much about money.

32:44:18- 32:47:15 Now everything is about 
money.

32:49:20- 32:52:08 How come you prefer here 
more than Europe?

32:52:09- 32:57:14 I didn't like the idea of Europe. 
The company I worked for in 
Germany closed down. So..

32:57:15- 33:00:19 ..I thought okay..I come back 
here.

33:00:20- 33:04:07 Then I worked on board ships. 
For like three years. 

33:04:08- 33:09:02 Then an Italian company sent 
me to China. So I stayed there 
for a year.

33:09:18- 33:13:00 And then I ended up back here.

33:13:16- 33:15:21 That's where I got stuck!

33:40:24- 33:44:07 A lot of Westerners think they 
are still colonial.

33:46:10:33:49:20 They come here and they think 
they own this place. Some of 
them..

33:50:15-33:54:24 But I have been here plenty of 
years. To me, I'm just one of 
them.

33:55:07- 33:57:12 I'm one of these people.

33:58:09- 34:01:02 Do you have the sensation of 
home in here?

34:01:20- 34:04:08 I don't have a home.

34:04:15- 34:06:20 ..as such.



34:07:06- 34:10:22 Are you settled? As in married 
and have kids and such here?

34:10:23- 34:15:09 I was..sore subject.

34:15:10- 34:21:08 My kids are here. My children 
are in Singapore and I am 
divorced in Singapore.

34:22:11- 34:27:14 Sorry. If you don't mind me 
asking. Your ex wife isn't in 
Singapore? She is 
Singaporean.

34:31:24- 34:36:07 So you decided to stay back in 
Singapore 
and not move back to..

34:36:08- 34:40:17 No. I wanted to go back to 
Europe. But then I ended up 
staying here.

34:40:18- 34:44:18 After a while I endup divorced  
and I ended up staying here.

34:44:19- 34:47:20 But after that was it was 
conscious decision? 
Yeah!

34:51:06- 34:55:00 Why go back to Europe? There 
is nothing there for me either!

34:55:11- 35:02:14 ..Wherever you go! If 
tomorrow someone asked me 
to go to your country..to 
India..I'd go!

35:04:02- 35:08:08 And what about your children? 
Do they consider themselves 
rooted in Singapore? 

35:08:09- 35:12:00 They're Singaporean. And I 
don't see them.

35:15:08- 35:19:11 What do you mean? I don't see 
them.  
I haven't seen my children for 
about six years now.

35:23:01- 35:25:20 But they're Singaporean.

35:25:21- 35:27:18 Don't you want to see your 
kids?



35:27:19- 35:31:03 It's their choice. Not mine!

35:32:04- 35:38:09 If they want they can. They 
have my number. 

35:38:10- 35:43:16 If they don't. They don't. That's 
it.

35:38:10- 35:43:21 I have my life to get on with. If 
I see them, I'll see. If 
somewhere else, somewhere 
else.

35:44:10- 35:47:19 You seem to have taken it 
okay? 
Why not? 

35:48:21- 35:51:07 You only live once, right?

36:19:09- 36:22:04 Please keep this mobile there.

36:30:10- 36:33:02 What about that friend of 
yours?

36:33:20- 36:36:05 I heard she is really bothering 
you.

36:36:19- 36:39:10 Don't speak to Rishi, your 
friend etc?

36:39:15- 36:44:19 Oh! She is always on about 
that same thing. She wants to 
part me and my friend Rishi.

36:45:05- 36:47:12 - Have you solved that 
problem? 

-Yes I dealt with it.

36:47:22- 36:49:20 - You mean I don't need to 
come to your school? 

- No.

36:49:23- 36:51:01 Sure?

36:53:11- 36:55:07 At least tell me what 
happened!

36:55:14- 36:57:18 She hit me by mistake.

36:57:20- 37:00:10 On the very same spot where I 
have a broken tooth.

37:00:15- 37:02:00 So it started paining.

37:02:06- 37:03:23 That is when I got angry.



37:04:15- 37:07:01 We were playing the game, 
'stone, paper, scissors.'

37:07:10- 37:09:02 I got 'scissors,' and she got a 
'stone.'

She hit me so hard that my 
finger flew.

That hurt my broken tooth..so..

Please keep your temper in 
check, generally.

This isn't good.

What if someone comes and 
tells you something?

- Do you think I would feel 
good about it? 

- No.

Keep your head on your 
shoulders.

And, what else?

- What? 
- I have heard more from 
Rishi's mother.

What? (mocking)

How naughty are you?

- I have heard you blabber too 
much in your school bus. 

- No I don't!

Don't lie to me.

Rishi talks as much as I do.

That is none of my business.

Okay you talk, but how much 
and how loudly?

Have some basic etiquettes.

Is that expecting too much 
from you?



The others around you are 
disturbed. You are a kid so you 
are being naughty.

37:55:09- 37:58:06 But your behaviour bothers all 
the others around you.

No wonder everyone says, 
"This is how Indian kids 
behave."

That is not good, right?

Mom, I have finished reading  
both the books I got from the 
library.

- Which ones? 
- Both are Tin Tin books.

You already finished? Both?

That is quick!

Which ones did you get now?

I have got three new books.

38:14:01- 38:15:05 I see..

38:18:20- 38:21:03 This game is a 5 to 5 game.

38:21:04- 38:24:01 It's a counter strike Senjou 
(type of videogame).

38:24:20- 38:30:01 What they are going to do, they 
need 16 points to win the 
whole entire game.

At least for the time now, their 
score is actually 9 to 1.

So with another 6 points, 7 
points, they are going to win 
the whole entire game.

So what is the objective of the 
game?

You win 16 rounds first in the 
map.

There are 5 maps in the whole 
game for combat.



And you are going to win 16 
rounds just to win the map.

Either they plant or defuse the 
bomb or they wipe out the 
whole entire opponent (team).

Like I said, it's a 5 to 5 game.

Whoever comes first is who, 
either plants the bomb, defuses 
the bomb..

..or kills the other entire team.

This is how it works out in this 
game.

They are going to win for sure.

That's very easy.

The four of us, we are not 
friends here but we met online, 
during a game.

So there's when we started to 
talk to each other..

" Do you want to form a casual 
team? Do you want to form a 
team?"

"Let's play together as a team."

"Do you want to take it to 
another stage, to another 
level?"

"Are you ok with stuff like 
that? Do you want to go 
competitive?"

"Let's do it."

39:40:22- 39:46:00 That's how we actually evolved 
from just a casual team to a 
competitive team.

We have jobs, full-time jobs 
outside of here.

Some of them are still 
schooling, or stuff like that.



39:50:12- 39:54:15 So we can't actually commit, 
like twelve hours a day

just to focus on this game.

39:54:16- 39:58:17 So every time possible, they 
have everyday, maybe say, 
before they sleep..

39:58:18- 40:00:24 ..two or three hours and they 
play together as a team.

40:01:00- 40:03:15 So all that time they have, they 
actually commit to this game.

And one more problem we are 
facing is National Service, you 
know what I mean?

They can commit all their 
teenage life to this game.

But after that they have to 
serve two years in National 
Service..

..and when they come back 
after that their skills might just 
drop.

41:41:00- 41:42:24 Singapore is small.

It has the safety, the education 
that I was provided.

Because I was born in 
Malaysia I'm not..

..I'm not pure Singaporean.

I've seen how my cousins..

..are being ostracised as being 
Chinese in Malaysia.

So I'm very very happy and 
grateful that I'm in Singapore 
itself.

Because it's a very..

..a very good country that 
focuses on quality.

But then being an actress..



..you don't have as many 
opportunities.

Because there's just one 
company (TV broadcasting).

It's a monopoly.

So if you don't get a chance 
there it's not mainstream..

..it's difficult to find some other 
opportunities.

But of course now with 
Youtube things are getting 
different.

People can do their own 
videos, they can try different 
stuff.

And then..

..you might just become 
popular over the most 
ridiculous thing.

42:58:11- 43:00:23 Like, for scolding the 
government.

43:23:01- 43:28:06 The story is out here. I was 
looking at an apartment there.

And I hated it. I hated this 
apartment. I've always told 
myself..

I would like a house with a 
spiral staircase. That is a 
house. Not an apartment.

So out here I saw this house. 
This particular house.

With this roof there. And this 
spiral staircase.

And I told my mum, "Wouldn't 
it be interesting if this house 
was on sale?"



43:53:16- 43:59:18 So we came round the front 
and saw the  
address of the house. It wasn't 
on sale.

43:59:19- 44:04:23 So I was like yeah, whatever. 
The next Saturday it was in the 
newspaper.

- No way!  
- It was in the classified 
section. This exact address.

And my mum looked at it. 8:30 
in the morning. And then she 
woke me up.

And we came down at 9:30 am 
to this place to look at this 
house. 

And by 10:30 I signed the 
contract basically.

That was insane because it 
happened in four days.Between 
this and this.

The house was from 1959 
which is Barbie's year.

It's freehold and it has got a 
spiral staircase!

44:36:23- 44:40:05 And I'm like..does it not get 
any better than this?

44:53:13- 44:59:16 Show your father your bruise. 

He fell off the merry-go-round 
at school.

Have you noticed the trains 
here?

During rush hour too people 
stand in a neat file. One behind 
the other.

Very organised, yes.

If four can board the train, the 
fifth person actually waits for 
the next train.



45:27:15- 45:34:09 Yes that is what Meena (friend) 
told me the other day.

If one train gets delayed it is 
really a big deal here.

45:34:10- 45:38:02 And that happens no more than 
once a year. Or actually, once 
in two years!

45:42:14- 45:44:05 Take some more.

You know there are those cash-
up point machines.

Where you turn and then it's 
like, you insert some coin..

..and a key chain drops out.

So we started playing with 
those, and then we had some 
rare items.

So out of fun we decided to list 
them online.

And that was during the 
downtown mall search.

And it was popular, so people 
started buying them, and we 
started to turn doing this.

So we started to sell something 
and then it was fun.

It followed up from there.

So we started to source and 
then to start a proper store.

We started from a push-cart.

Push-cart in Singapore is 
actually..

..this trolley like thing in a 
shopping mall, but it has a 
permanent space.

Where you can actually display 
you wares.



We started selling from there 
actually.

47:02:20- 47:06:16 What is the youngest a person 
can get into (plastic surgery)?

I would suggest 21 and above.

Because then your features are 
fixed.

They don't shift or grow, you 
know?

But when you are below 21 
your face will still have some 
changes.

So I waited until I was 26, 27 
before doing it.

This Brazilian, South-
American guy.

He wanted to change his entire 
look, his features, his body 
type to look like..

Kim Kardashian!

A japanese boy! Ohh, I saw 
that one.

He looks good!

But it's such a..

drastic change! 
drastic change!

But he looks good.

But I don't understand the 
reason why he wants to look 
Asian.

Asians want to look like 
Westerners.

I don't understand why he 
would want to look Asian.

Small eyes..

48:01:08- 48:02:11 You know?



48:02:20- 48:04:20 So for example, something like 
this..

Don't fall, don't fall..

I've painted her face.

I've painted her face and I've 
done her hair.

That's the process that I enjoy. 
I like doing strange things like, 
you know, the big hair..

..and changing the make up, to 
match the outfit.

I have these many dolls, right?

Right now, I swear to you, if 
you tested me right now and  
you pulled out any doll..

..I would be able to tell you 
where I bought it.

How much I paid for it and 
possibly even tell you the story 
behind it.

This is actually the story that I 
want to tell. This one.

Princess of Cambodia.

With a blown up leg.

You have, you have to see this.

She's got an amputated leg.

Ok? So..It's not amputated, I'm 
sorry, it was exploded off.

So what she is, is that, she is an 
ad campaign created by 
BBDO.

I think it was like, 2006.

She has a story at the back of 
her box.



Beautiful Cambodian princess 
who walks through the fields 
and what not.. 

..and one day she steps on a 
land mine and her leg blows 
off.

The whole doll is actually an 
ad campaign to create 
donations for clearing 
Cambodian landmines.

Nobody has this doll.

49:25:15- 49:32:23 If you see a life-size replica of 
an anime character..

..most people feel very 
fascinated, I feel quite 
fascinated.

"Ohh, it's this character in my 
size!"

49:41:04- 49:44:05 And you want to go  and take a 
selfie with it, or something.

49:51:21- 49:55:12 I wanted to tell you something 
about my eighth grade.

Every year I would participate 
in the Ganesha's festival dance 
celebration.

I felt the dance couldn't take 
place in my absence.

It was because of me that all 
the girls would gather to dance.

When I was in the eighth 
grade, I was a part of thirteen 
dances.

At the end of each performance 
I'd go backstage and change 
my outfit.



I felt there wouldn't be a single 
performance in my absence. 
That is how crazy I had 
become about dancing and 
acting.

50:22:21- 50:26:09 I remember

 going for a film once with my 
father.

I told him watching films gives 
us pleasure.

50:31:10- 50:34:02 That is when I informed him 
that I'd like to be an actress.

My dad told me that working 
in films isn't for girls.

If a boy has to try his luck in 
films it is okay.

But when girls enter this field, 
they are exploited.

50:52:03- 50:56:13 We actually play casually. In a 
way we are all actually retired.

50:57:00- 51:01:13 -What is this concept of 
retirement, can you explain?    
-We are actually quite old.

Please tell us at what age you 
ended playing.

I myself am twenty-seven this 
year. Same goes for my friend 
over here, Andrew. 

For Clarence it was twenty-six.

- For you? 
- I'm twenty-nine.

- So for each one of us it's the 
age to (retire). 

- We are all close to the 30ish 
age group already so..

Our reflexes.. We are not there 
anymore for reflexes.



So we are kind of slow 
compared to them.

So at the time of retirement 
you are roughly around 
twenty-five.

51:28:23- 51:32:07 When you start 

to lose your reflexes, your 
speed.

51:32:07- 51:34:13 Or how you react during a 
game, everything.

51:36:03- 51:40:17 Now we can only watch and 
hope they can do well for the 
next generation.

51:41:03- 51:43:13 That's the reason why we're 
here.

52:05:02- 52:08:08 Please sit comfortably and eat. 

52:08:13- 52:14:11 Take as long as you need. Do 
not worry about the closing 
time.

When a customer enters we 
can't just kick him out!

Don't we have to run our 
business?

Initially I thought you were 
from here (Singapore). 

No. Does my face look 
Singaporean to you?

I meant to ask you if you were 
brought up here.

As if a local would work as 
such a humble place!

Locals only work at hip and 
cool places.

If I were a local I wouldn't 
survive on such a small sum of 
money.

My hands are good. One hand 
broke a while ago.



That hand was even better.

I won't have the heart to see it. 
But can you tell me how it 
broke?

It got cut, just like this.

53:13:24- 53:16:23 Please see it. I know it is hard 
to see.

I don't think I'd be able to.

I would feel that way too 
earlier. But now I don't really 
have a choice.

53:25:20- 53:29:06 Were you rushed to the 
hospital immediately? 

I spent a month and a half on 
the hospital bed.

When did it actually break?

53:34:03- 53:36:11 About seven to eight months 
ago.

53:52:06- 53:54:02 This is The absolute boyfriend.

And my Harry Potter 
collection.

These are my favourite books.

So I don't really read local 
(books).

It's the only comic that I have.

Something from my ex.

-All the books.. 
-You still love him?

I'd just say, if I ever need some 
props for..

..for a love story I have them.

54:46:13- 54:52:05 My husband doesn't worry 
about how I look but he 
worries about how I feel.

It doesn't really matter..



..what I do but he's really really 
concerned about my health.

So he would do a lot of 
research.

Especially scientific research..

..to understand how the 
procedures would affect me.

My wrinkles..

Yeah, just smile for me.

It's just a little bit.

On the side here when you 
frown like that.

- We've done some the last 
time, right? 

- Yeah.

-How was that? 
-That's very good, it lasted for 
quite long.

I think today we are just going 
to put on..

- ..eight units on the side here. 
- Okay.

And then I gonna put about 
eight units in the middle here 
as well.

Just to prevent the muscles 
here from contracting.

And to prevent the wrinkles 
here from contracting.

- Okay, we want natural as 
usual, right? 

- Yeah.

It is more natural, relaxing.

56:05:20- 56:07:08 - You just need to hold this for 
me. 

-Yeah.

56:08:04- 56:09:22 Just put this on the forehead.



56:27:15- 56:29:22 - Shall I give you? 
- Yeah.

56:43:20- 56:46:02 Okay, ready..

57:31:06- 57:34:19 I have now injected what we 
call

the frontalis muscle.

57:34:20- 57:38:04 The frontalis is used to actually 
elevate the eyebrow.

57:38:14- 57:43:07 As you can see when eyebrows 
are elevated horizontal 
wrinkles appear on the 
forehead.

57:43:14- 57:47:02 So what the botox does, it 
actually paralyses the muscle.

57:47:20- 57:52:15 How it works is that the botox 
actually prevents the nerve 
from talking to the muscle.

57:53:04- 57:56:12 The muscle receives no signal 
from the nerve and doesn't 
contract.

57:57:00- 58:01:02 So that's why we just lightly 
relaxed the muscle over here.

58:01:09- 58:06:04 When the muscles are relaxed, 
they don't contract the skin and 
therefore there are less 
wrinkles.

58:52:15- 58:57:03 It is always the same story. 
Like right here, we are finally 
adjusting to this life.

58:57:07- 59:02:03 We were so lonely when we 
moved here.

59:02:04- 59:07:02 When everyone came over for 
Eid, I began to feel 
comfortable.

Remember Dubai? There too, 
at the beginning you had no 
one to meet or talk to.

You would spend the entire day 
watching t.v.



Then gradually you started 
going out and meeting people.

I particularly enjoyed my time 
in the malls in Dubai.

Oh yes! The Ibn Batuta mall.

It was really lovely there!

59:32:06- 59:36:00 Frankly I think we have been 
fortunate. We always escaped 
the political turmoil.

Remember my friend who 
worked for the State Bank of 
India? 

He left his job and shifted to 
Bahrain.

He was then subjected to the 
political unrest there.

59:45:09- 59:49:20 I just think we have been lucky 
enough to avoid this tension. 

Doesn't that also depend on us?

We make sure we adjust to the 
place somehow.

Yes and it is always a very 
local political issue.

59:58:18- 01:00:03:02 How does it really concern us, 
anyway? As long as they don't 
directly bother me at my work 
place.

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 So there is this episode which 
is centred on this research.

01:00:38:04- 01:00:40:01 This guy is a researcher and 
he's sort of like..

01:00:40:13- 01:00:43:04 ..going to be a state alchemist 
or he is going to drop out.

01:00:43:11- 01:00:46:03 But he needs a breakthrough, 
like a scientific breakthrough.

01:00:46:07- 01:00:50:06 And then he shows that he has 
a loving family.



01:00:50:21- 01:00:54:11 And he has a dog, he has a 
daughter, stuff like that.

01:00:54:21- 01:00:58:04 So as you watch you suddenly 
realise that..

01:00:58:13- 01:01:00:14 ..to achieve this status..

01:01:00:19- 01:01:04:01 ..he actually transmutes his 
daughter and the dog together 
to become a monster.

01:01:04:07- 01:01:06:17 And then he didn't know it and 
disappeared.

01:01:07:01- 01:01:10:09 So it explores topics like this 
which is very..

01:01:13:17- 01:01:16:00 Can be depressing, but it can 
be deep also.

What does he do exactly? I 
didn't follow.

The alchemists in this world..

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 They can transmute items.

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 They can turn this watch into a 
cup.

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 This is a special power of the 
alchemists in this world.

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 So what he's saying is that this 
guy, this researcher..

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 ..this alchemist in order to 
attain this status..

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 ..experimented on his dog and 
daughter.

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 And combined them together 
to make the dog into a talking 
dog.

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 So it became a so called 
chimera.

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 You don't really realise until 
you watch and then suddenly 
the daughter is no longer there.



01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 And then the dog can talk. So 
after that episode you realize.. 

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 Oh shit!

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 I don't think you can repeat 
this!

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 Anime can be...

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 And it's very exciting but 
suddenly..

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 They explore themes like: how 
far will you go?

01:00:32:17- 01:00:37:21 So it's not really for children.

How far will you go to get 
what you want?

This is a man's life's work, he 
wants to get this status.

How far will you go to get a 
Nobel laurel for example?

For this guy he went far 
enough to..

..turn his daughter into a dog.

And you realize the reason 
why his wife is no longer 
around.

01:02:49:07- 01:02:51:22 Because he did it before. He 
turned his wife into a dog!

01:02:59:04- 01:03:02:01 You know how social media, 
they are talking about..

01:03:02:14- 01:03:09:08 ..people nowadays not willing 
to do or step up for people in 
distress?

01:03:10:13- 01:03:15:07 Like, when there's a robbery 
there might be people just 
staring or even videoing it.

Instead of saving!

I think a lot has to do with 
social media and the culture of 
the different countries.



Like, there are news about 
how..

..if you step up to save 
someone, you end up getting 
accused..

01:03:30:01- 01:03:34:00 ..and being caught for saving 
him 

or doing the right thing.

01:03:34:10- 01:03:36:10 So people start to stop and 
think..

"Should I be doing this? 
Should I be helping?"

In anime, in shows it's 
something..

..they are always doing the 
right thing!

And they don't care what 
people think.

01:03:56:20- 01:04:00:18 These are not vintage by any 
mean but..

But you see things like..

See? Broken thumb.

It's weird because if you think 
about it..

..Barbie is supposed to be..

..a very kitch, possibly even 
untasteful take on life.

I mean she wears..I mean, she 
overmatches

If you were to wear a pink 
dress with pink shoes with a 
pink bag..

..people would laugh at you!

So there's something very kitch 
about her that..

..only her she can pull off.



Whose wardrobe looks like 
this? Who can balance in shoes 
that are this high?

Right? Nobody's feet are that 
small. Nobody wears shoes this 
high.

01:04:43:12- 01:04:47:00 Nobody has paper bags that 
look so beautiful.

With tissue paper..

..gracefully flowing out of all 
the little boxes for all the 
sunglasses.

The world does not look like 
this.

01:04:59:00- 01:05:02:18 The West, I feel that they're 
becoming..

..big lovers of Nature and what 
can be natural, organic and 
stuff like this.

The East, especially in Korea 
and Japan, Singapore..

...do a lot of body 
modifications.

I think it's becoming common 
nowadays.

Now they have lunch time 
quick fix.

Where they go for quick laser 
and there's no downtime.

It's called Q switch.

And it changes the colour of 
the skin, it lightens the 
pigmentation.

It's become very common so 
sometimes when you are 
working in a office..



..you can just drop by any 
doctor and then just do a quick 
one.

It's becoming very common. 
Even botox has no downtime.

I can just jab and go.

01:05:50:08- 01:05:52:01 Yeah, it's fun..

..to be someone you're not.

Once in a while.

And you get to look pretty.

It should be easier with social 
media and everything.

There's a lot of opportunities to 
know different people.

But somehow everyone's heart 
seems..

..closed.

Yeah, I think so.

I don't know, I'm still searching 
for answers.

Why is it so difficult to find the 
correct person?

01:06:40:07- 01:06:43:22 Basically it's just like how you 
feel when you..

..meet each other online.

How you guys talk to each 
other.

Because there's a lot of scaring 
each other away, you know?

Like, guys try to get a girl, so 
that they can get free boosting 
from another guy.

Because guys generally get 
attracted to girls, you know 
what I mean?



Of course the guys wouldn't 
really have 200% trust on 
whether it's a girl or not.

Unless..

..they go on Skype, they chat 
with each other and they hear 
their voices.

Then they plan to meet up.

Or eventually the girls behave 
like a guy or whatsoever.

They come down during the 
trolling of a team.

Then they realise, "Ohh, it's a 
girl!” That kind of thing.

So that's where those single 
guys would tend to show more 
interest for a girl.

So it doesn't matter whether the 
girl is good at a game or not. 

Still she'll get all the attention 
from the guys.

01:07:52:02- 01:08:04:24 The stupid story of course is 
that my aunt told me, If I 
bought you a Ken would you 
stop playing with Barbie?'

I was like, yeah okay! So she 
bought this for me. (laughs)

I lied.

So this is the perennial 
favourite.

But if you ask for ‘favourite-
favourite,' I don't think I have 
one!

Because every time I get a new 
doll, she becomes my 
favourite.

Right!



Are you married? 
No.

No. You can't get married with 
this!

Why?

Have you had girlfriends..or..

01:08:33:10- 01:08:36:10 I'm currently attached.

We've been attached for ten 
years.

01:08:36:11- 01:08:39:00 But we are not going to get 
married. We don't live 
together!

So we have the two 
toothbrushes, two 
towels..but..we..ours is a very 
complex relationship.

In general, is it something 
like..you’d like to get married 
some day? No!

I don't like this convention. 
Again..I think this is a very 
Singaporean concept of..

That you need the 
traditional..what the family 
looks like..

With the HDB flat, with the 
Toyota Corolla.

With the dual income, no kids, 
At least 8000 dollars 
household income..

I don't buy that. I actually don't 
want to be like that!

Actually both of us don't. So 
there is something nice that 
you have found someone..

..that is not of the same 
Singaporean ideal.



And is just comfortable for ten 
years just being like this!

But what is it like? Does she 
share this passion as well? No!

How does she deal with it? 
Exactly. Like I said, it is too 
complicated to talk about..

01:09:41:19- 01:09:48:18 ..any more than this! But we 
lead very

separate lives but we are 
together!

01:09:51:23- 01:09:57:05 Yeah! 'Cos you cannot have 
someone live in this house!

01:09:57:17- 01:10:00:22 Unless the person shares the 
same passion as you!

01:10:01:10-01:10:06:09 No! Because if you do, you'd 
have doubles of everything! 
(laughs)

01:10:06:18- 01:10:10:20 I don't date collectors. I think 
they are all crazy.

01:10:49:08- 01:10:53:01 Earlier I could bounce from 
one job to the next with ease.

Now things are harder with a 
broken hand.

Do you consider going back 
home?

I think in India I can go 
anywhere and start some 
business

If I think smartly I can manage. 
There is a lot of money in 
India. 

India has so many millionaires. 
So much of the money in 
foreign banks is thanks to 
Indian businessmen.

01:11:29:11- 01:11:42:07 In any case, all I'd need is my 
bread twice a day.



01:11:47:12- 01:11:52:05 It is all a matter of time. No 
one is bigger than time.

01:11:53:10- 01:11:58:21 A perfectly healthy man can be 
caught in the clutches of death 
at any given moment.

01:11:59:03- 01:12:05:08 We make life long plans but 
the truth is no one knows what 
is going to happen the very 
next day.

01:12:05:10- 01:12:10:11 I'd like to film you some more 
when the light is fixed.

01:12:10:11- 01:12:17:07 Me? I have nothing to say. But 
I will be around.

01:13:02:23- 01:13:07:20 I mean, this is my own life 
experience.

I'm actually quite reckless.

When I was young I tended to 
tell my dad..

"Hey, I'm going to school. Can 
you give me some allowance?"

I'd take that allowance and I 
would go somewhere in center.

Yeah..

Then there's where I found my 
interest in a way.

Of course my parents, after 
they found out all the caning, 
all the whacking and all the 
scolding.

But you can't stop me. You can 
never stop me.

It's a happy dream.

I tend to save up from work 
and put it somewhere around 
safe.

Then go sometime and play a 
game.



That's how I feel. Most of the 
teenagers..

..I mean not a lot, some..

..like myself..

We tend to..For me, I've lied to 
my parents before, for gaming.

So that's the bad thing.

But I don't regret this path.

Because this path brings..It's 
like opened another path for 
me.

To know more people and 
maybe I can even advance in 
my career this way.

If I were to listen to my 
parents..

..I would not be here today, in a 
way.

I might be at a desk job, every 
day, 8 to 5.

01:14:16:03- 01:14:22:19 Since a very young age, I 
figured..you know what..I am 
not going to fit in.

I never will. So it's just carving 
a niche for myself.

Yeah so that's how I see it. 
Because..

I lived in the Middle East for a 
while. 
I lived in Australia for a while.

I lived in Singapore for a 
while. One thing I liked..

..or learned to like, that being 
this strange in Singapore, you 
actually stand out!

And when you stand out, that 
moves you ahead in your 
career..in a lot of things.



Because suddenly you are that 
Singaporean guy that speaks!

01:14:58:10- 01:15:01:13 Many men have asked me for 
advice.

They do it for themselves, not 
for their girlfriends or you 
know..

01:15:07:17- 01:15:09:15 They do it for themselves,

they know what they want.

01:15:09:16- 01:15:11:14 But girls..

01:15:11:23- 01:15:16:10 Girls tend to be affected by 
what they see.

01:15:16:17- 01:15:19:13 Or who they like, what they 
read about.

And they want to please their 
partners.

01:15:21:12- 01:15:25:00 I think the confidence should 
be tied to your personality.

And not based on your look.

Because even if I continue 
maintaining, these looks won't 
last.

One day I will look aged as 
well. When I'm 80 I cannot 
look like I'm 20, right?

So I think the confidence is 
from inside, from within.

The looks help very little.

01:15:45:04- 01:15:50:07 I think that's where  I 
understand my parents a bit 
more because..

..if you were to ask me if my 
son were to play with dolls, 
what would I feel..

..I think..

I think I would understand the 
mistakes that he would make.



But I would also understand 
that needs to become his own 
person.

I don't know if I would want to 
put myself thought that. 

I'm just happy to be like this, 
you know.

01:16:13:12- 01:16:16:23 I don't know if the word is in 
limbo but I just like to be like 
this.

01:17:17:07 I think for a Singaporean if you 
were to go overseas to study or 
work for a few years..

..when you come back, it's 
different.

A lot of people say that.

If you don't stay for a while 
you see it's being changed so 
much. 

But when you actually live 
here enough you don't feel it.

You don't feel it this much.

We lived on the 16th floor, so 
when I just moved in there 
when I was 4 years old..

..we could see the sea.

The East Coast part of the sea. 

But over the years, the 
buildings in front of us just 
came up.

So now there's only a small 
portion where you can see the 
sea.

- The rest is all covered with 
buildings. 

- One thousand buildings, 
literally.



The country has to grow, they 
actually need the foreigners, so 
as to say.

So that we can build the 
industries.

So if not it will remain static.

01:18:05:01- 01:18:07:14 Because there's not enough 
manpower 

to just rely on Singapore.

01:18:08:19- 01:18:10:06 They're here to play a 
balancing game.

Which for a while went out of 
control.

Yeah, they didn't balance it 
well. It's very intricate.

01:19:02:16- 01:19:06:18 Your parents' generation, do 
they really feel like, "Damn, 
we miss the old Singapore!" ?

- They do, they do mention but 
in a wistful manner. 

- They say it, but they enjoy 
the luxury now, the so called 
luxury.

- It's not.. 
- The place is so nice.

I mean, you compare now to 
when they were living in a 
mud flat with chickens running 
around?

Anybody would choose this!

Our public buses were not air 
conditioned.

We would remember the time 
when there was no AC and we 
would sit up..

..at the second level in the 
double decker bus and the 
wind would just blow.



And we are like, "Actually the 
AC is much better!"

So it's an improvement.

We realise that very few people 
are that open to change.

01:19:47:03- 01:19:52:15 And here I realise that even the 
locals are very open..

We don't have a choice. It's a 
matter of survival for us.

01:19:53:13- 01:19:58:03 Because we are so small. 
We don't have a lot of land 
resources.

01:19:58:04- 01:20:00:18 - We really cannot.. 
- I think everybody knows that.

01:20:00:18- 01:20:03:04 When you are born here you 
know that.

01:20:03:05- 01:20:05:02 Nostalgia is..

01:20:05:16- 01:20:08:20 - ..is expensive and we can't 
afford it. 
- Yeah, we cannot embalm 
everything.


